
Churchill 
Churchill won seven consecutive races to establish him as his generation’s champion at two and 
as a dual Guineas winner at three. His winning sequence featured the National Stakes, the 
Dewhurst Stakes, the 2,000 Guineas and the Irish 2,000 Guineas. 

Churchill represents one of the world’s most potent nicks. Galileo has 13 Group/Graded winners 
from 70 foals out of daughters of STORM CAT (19%) and nine of them are Gr.1 winners (13%). 

Churchill is free of the DANZIG blood which has been one of the other biggest contributors to 
Galileo’s success. 

Churchill looked sure to suit DANEHILL line mares, and this is becoming fact as his Gr.1-winning 
2YO Blue Rose Cen is out of a grand-daughter of DANEHILL DANCER. Gleneagles, another son 
of Galileo with a Storm Cat dam, already has seven Group winners out of grand-daughters 
of DANEHILL. 

The GREEN DESERT line has plenty to offer, as Churchill’s family produced the Nunthorpe winner 
Jwala to OASIS DREAM. Churchill’s Gr.2-placed son Unconquerable is out of an OASIS 
DREAM mare. Mares by INVINCIBLE SPIRIT will reinforce Churchill’s 2YO ability. 

The similarly-bred Gleneagles, together with Nathaniel, Teofilo and Frankel, is one of a growing 
number of Galileo’s stallion sons with important winners closely inbred to SADLER’S WELLS. His 
Gr.1 winners Highland Chief and Loving Dream and Gr.2 winner Insinuendo are inbred 3x3 or 3x4. 
Churchill’s 2YO stakes winner Snaffles is inbred 3x4. 

Galileo also enjoyed excellent results with the NUREYEV line, notably siring 11 Group winners 
from 46 foals out of PIVOTAL mares (24%). PIVOTAL sired the dam and grandam of two of 
Churchill’s Group-placed winners. Churchill’s Gr.2 winner The Foxes has a second dam 
by NUREYEV. THEATRICAL also sired the dam of Australia’s American Gr.1 winner Ocean Road. 

Churchill’s third dam is by INDIAN RIDGE and his speed could be reinforced by mares with 
more AHONOORA blood. ACCLAMATION is out of an AHONOORA mare and his daughters 
have produced Group winners to three other sons of Galileo. 

Churchill, as expected, is successful with the MILL REEF line. He has 2YO Gr.2 winner The Foxes 
from a DARSHAAN mare and his Gr.1 winner Blue Rose Cen has a grandam by DARSHAAN’s 
son MARK OF ESTEEM. Galileo sired Gr.1 winners from three generations of this line. 

Mares by MONSUN are another fertile source of middle-distance winners and Churchill’s first 
runner bred this way is the outstanding Vadeni. Galileo sired the Arc winner Waldgeist from 
another daughter of MONSUN. 

Ladies Church, Churchill’s fastest Group winner, has a dam by RIO DE LA PLATA, a son 
of RAHY, while his Gr.3 winner Queroyal has a second dam by FANTASTIC LIGHT, another 
by RAHY. Galileo has a Gr.1 winner from a BLUSHING GROOM mare, while RAINBOW 
QUEST sired the second dam of Frankel. 

Churchill’s useful son Grand Alliance has a dam by Kingmambo’s son DUBAI DESTINATION. 
Churchill has the size to be a good match for DUBAWI’s daughters, which have produced Group 
winners to four other sons of Galileo. The SHARPEN UP line has produced a classic winner to 
Galileo and Galileo has a total of nine Group winners with 2nd dams by either DIESIS or his 
brother KRIS. 
 


